IMPORTANT: These additional instructions are provided to ensure a better user experience when folding your Max & Rosie Hexa Multi Seat Stroller. Please follow the sequence provided on this page to safely and easily fold your stroller.

Folding the stroller

1. Set the parking brake to the locked position.

2. Tilt up the safety lock cover with your thumb.

1. Whilst tilting the safety lock cover up, pull both release triggers at the same time and “jerk” the handlebar forward to release it to fold.

1. If required, release the rear reclining seat and fold it flat if it is not folded flat already and flatten the front and middle canopies onto the frame.

1. If required, release the rear reclining seatback and push it forward through the inside of the rear canopy.

1. Slowly move the handlebar forward to fold the stroller WHILST 2. Manually adjusting the rear canopy and rear seat forward AS YOU FOLD so it doesn’t jamb under the handlebar as the stroller folds.

1. If required, release the rear reclining seat and fold it flat if it is not folded flat already and flatten the front and middle canopies onto the frame.

1. Set the front and middle canopies forward to approximately 45 degree angle.

2. Undo the velcro on the rear blue cover to release it from the rear reclining seatback and push it forward to hang inside the stroller.

1. Fold the released side protection panels into the stroller.

1. Raise all 3 footrests to the HORIZONTAL position.

2. Release the rear reclining seatback and push it forward through the inside of the rear canopy.

1. Remove the front wheels by lifting the front of the stroller and pressing the release buttons for each front wheel assembly

1. Slowly move the handlebar forward to fold the stroller.

1. Manually adjusting the rear canopy and rear seat forward AS YOU FOLD so it doesn’t jamb under the handlebar as the stroller folds.

1. Set the front and middle canopies forward to aproximately 45 degree angle.

2. Undo the velcro on the rear blue cover to release it from the rear reclining seatback and push it forward to hang inside the stroller.

1. Fold the released side protection panels into the stroller.

1. Raise all 3 footrests to the HORIZONTAL position.

2. Release the rear reclining seatback and push it forward through the inside of the rear canopy.

1. Remove the front wheels by lifting the front of the stroller and pressing the release buttons for each front wheel assembly

1. Slowly move the handlebar forward to fold the stroller.

1. Manually adjusting the rear canopy and rear seat forward AS YOU FOLD so it doesn’t jamb under the handlebar as the stroller folds.

1. Set the front and middle canopies forward to aproximately 45 degree angle.

2. Undo the velcro on the rear blue cover to release it from the rear reclining seatback and push it forward to hang inside the stroller.